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Abstract 

Handling inconsistencies among standalone and integrated databases has been an important issue for 

database’s administrators for decades where nowadays databases are huge and not only different types of 

inconsistencies are ubiquitous in them but also application of any repair might induce new violations to 

integrity constraints. Resolved data may harm rest of database that leads to a costly process for repair of 

inconsistent data while after any resolution of data, database should be checked whether any new violation 

has emerged or not. Introducing partial repair through an approach to measure the tendency that a resolved 

portion of data incurs new violation would help any repair algorithm to isolate a selection of problematic 

data (not all), resolve it and save the database from being hurt during repair process. Partial repair keeps the 

rest of data from being affected that eliminates concerns over application of repair. Partial repair may not 

handle entire inconsistencies among databases but it represents a repair that would have minimum harm to 

rest of data along with consideration of cost which makes it valuable. 
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1. Introduction 

Information is one of the most valuable asset for businesses and organizations (Gordon, 2007) and quality 

of data in terms of its consistency, completeness and accuracy has been always noticed while data quality 

plays a decisive role in result of any further process on data, range from making report, data mining and 

applying complex queries in data warehouses to Knowledge Discovery of Databases as KDD. Therefore 

detection and correction of poor data has become a step and phase within database management process 

(Tan, 2006). Once real world data tends to contain inconsistencies (Han, 2006), many works have been 

done (Bohannon et al., 2005, Cong et al., 2007, Decker, 2011, Fan, 2008, Garc\ et al., 2010, Lian et al., 

2011) in order to improve the quality of data through handling the inconsistencies within databases by 

representing different types of repair. Despite handling inconsistencies can be met through three distinct 

approaches including repair algorithms, consistent query answering and condensed representation of all 

repairs, we concentrate on repair algorithms in this research. 

Challenges during previous repair processes (Bohannon et al., 2005, Cong et al., 2007, Decker, 2011, Fan, 

2008, Garc\ et al., 2010, Lian et al., 2011) can be described as, (1) finding an efficient repair is intractable 

(Cong et al., 2007) and also (2) repair process is expected to check entire database which is never satisfied 

completely (Decker, 2011) while it requires time and also enough processing power, and finally (3) repair 

process has to ensure that application of resolved data, proposed by specific algorithm preserves the 

integrity constraints (Bohannon et al., 2005) and doesn’t  violate them when administrators always have 

been concerned with checking an update whether it preserves integrity constraints or not, therefore repair 

process is willing to comply with following definition (Decker, 2011) shown below:  

 
(1) 

Here in equation 1, database along with a set of integrity constraints and as application of an 

update on represents as an inconsistency metric. Equation 1 shows the violation of application an 

update should be equals or less than previous state when cost of a repair  must be acceptable 

but not minimum. 
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As mentioned by (Redman, 1998) the data error rate, between 1%-5% can be tolerated and would not be 

harmful which indicates that the application of repair on database ( ) may not necessarily lead to 

100% consistent database then some researchers provide as the optimum repair where the acceptable 

difference between and as must be within a predefined boundary  available in equation 2 

(Lian et al., 2011). 

 

(2) 

Example 1: Illustration of relation schemas denoted as and has been provided 

below where in order to capture more inconsistencies; integrity of relations relies on functional 

dependencies 1 to 4 and conditional functional dependencies once user tends to insert following tupe as 

t5(id, name, phone, city, state, zip)=(1, James Hanks, 555-1212, CH, WY, 8255) to the database. 

,). 

 

 

For simplifying  some abbreviations have been used which are available below: 

 

Functional dependencies are defined as; each denoted by shows as subsets of 

attributes within relation and if there is which then  

Above functional dependencies for relation are available. Also table 1 illustrates an instance relation 

by providing 5 tuples . 

Conditional functional dependency: a CFD is  on relation R is illustrated as where (1) 

both and are subsets of (2) is a typical functional dependencies and finally is a 

pattern tableau contains all attributes of and and for each is either a constant value 

in or is unnamed variable’-‘. CFDs are utilized because they are able to capture more 

inconsistencies than functional dependencies (Cong et al., 2007) which also have been provided next to 

table 1. 
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Acceptable data errors rate and also challenge of introduction of new violation during repair have led to 

situation that conveys a partial repair approach that maybe suitable and worth studying over total repair in 

terms of cost and result. 

Contributions: Having a partial repair approach represents a situation in which inconsistency is handled, (1) 

through introducing the term dependency level (dl) which measures the probability that a portion of data 

might induce new violation then (2) the partial repair is iteratively able to start with those portions of data 

which have the minimum correlation to inducing new violations and also ignores repairs of portions which 

may induce serious violations to  Partial repair approach is illustrated in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Partial repair framework 

In section 2, dependency level will be introduced and in section 3 the contribution of dependency level and 

partial repair will be demonstrated. Section 4 contains evaluation of partial repair in terms of cost. 

2. Dependency level 

Having sufficient information about the possible induction of violation needs a comprehensive 

measurement of the level of tendency that each value where has to incur violation after 

a repair or update which will be called dependency level (or dl). 

Definition 1: consider a portion containing a group of pairs  for all where in 

dependency level is measured as the summation of total number of FDs, CFDs and INDs in which each 

in is engaged as . 

 

(3) 

In equation 3,  shows the number of pairs inside the portion and contains either a group of FDs, 

CFDs and INDs or a set of integrity constraints which pairs in are referred to. 

The less the amount of of a specific portion of data is, there is more confidence and guarantee that less 

FDs, CFDs and INDs (or integrity constraints) might be violated through any repair or update during either 

a repair process or daily transaction of a database. Inclusion dependencies (INDs) are defined in (Bohannon 

et al., 2005). 

The definition is constituted of two distinct terms, called inner and outer dependency level. Where inner 

dependency level indicates the level of dependency that a portion of pairs are bounded together in 

terms of shared  and outer dpedency level reveals the level of dependency that a portion of pairs 

have with non-shared integrity constraints. 
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Definition 2: Inner dependency level (figure 2) refers to; the level in which pairs in is dependent 

on shared integrity constraint to . 

Definition 3: Outer dependency level ((figure 2)) refers to; the level in which pairs in is 

dependent on non-shared integrity constraint to .  

 (4) 

As shown in figure 2, the more is the less violation to non-shared integrity constraints (or 

group of FDs, CFDS and INDs) will be induced during any update or repair on  And also the less is the 

there is less bound between values inside the portion and non-shared integrity constraints which 

makes any further update and repair more safer and harmless. 

In figure 2 is a set consists of arrows when each arrow represents two entities; (1) left arrow is a pair 

and (2) right arrow is an integrity constraints (or an element in a group of FDs, CFDs or INDs) 

which pair is in connection with it 

 

Figure 2. Demonstration of integrity constraints inside database A as inner and outer dependencies  

Therefore in order to keep track of dependency level and also to help any further repair algorithms to 

benefit from the measurement of dependency level, a new data structure has been proposed which is able to 

point a group of pairs to specific amount of dependency level also known as: 

 

Example 2: portion 1 and 2 are available to be repaired which consists of pairs as follows: 

and where for each portion is: 

 

 

3. Partial repair 

Partial repair frame, containing dependency level and current repair mechanisms through an iterative 

approach will provide the opportunity to handle inconsistency in new and beneficial approach. In an  brief 

explanation, partial repair approach first measure the dependency level of different portions of inconsistent 

data to order them in an descending approach and calculate and assign efficiency  for each portion, third 

according to the minimum efficiency that user has defined the repair will be started. 

Definition 4: Equation 6 clams the efficiency of measured by considering the minimum and 

maximum of dependency level where in equation 5 defines the number of pairs inside the portion and 

defines the number of integrity constraints available (or number of FDs, CFDs and INDs). 
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 (5) 

 

And then the efficiency E is measured accordingly: 

 

(6) 

Partial repair mechanism can be shown through following procedure below in figure 3. 

Procedure Partial-Repair (D, ) 

Input database D and either a set of integrity constraints or FDs, CFDs and 

INDs 

Output: Unsolved data 

Begin 

bestcost←1 

Efficiancy(pi)←calculate-Efficiency(Portion(pi)) 

While (Exists (Min-Efficiency≤ Efficiancy(pi))) 

cost(Reprj)←(1- Efficiancy(pi)) 

if(cost(Reprj )≤bestcost)then 

bestcost←cost(Reprj) 

UNRESOLVED(i)←portion(dli) 

if(cost(Reprj)≤bestcost)then 

Return(UNSOLVED(i)) 

END 

 

Figure 3. Partial repair algorithm 

After dependency levels for all portions have been identified, the efficiency will be measured and will be 

stored in   if there is any portion of inconsistent data which its efficiency is not less than 

minimum user defined efficiency, then the data structure can push portions of inconsistent 

data to any repair approach. This procedure can be utilized in any repair mechanism as a header which adds 

new features to the repair algorithm. 

4. Cost of Partial Repair 

Partial repair may not handle entire inconsistencies among databases but it benefits administrators by 

providing approach which induces less violation to the rest of the database. In order to evaluate the cost of 

partial repair, it must be noticed that partial repair is a frame which includes any repair approach and adds 

more features to it, therefore depending on the type of repair administrator chooses, the cost changes but 

evaluating the cost of Partial-Repair procedure as a partial repair approach to the type of repair is: 

 

(7) 
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According to the equation 7 cost of resolving data is where indicates the number of 

portions which have returned from the Partial-Repair procedure. Also the time that more than one group of 

portions has been returned by defining different minimum of efficiency at each time, cost will be calculated 

as below: 

 

(8) 

In equation 8 where indicates the number of different groups of portions of inconsistent data, defines 

the number of portions in each group and if more than one portion are combined together defines their 

number. In example 1, the cost of application portions 1 and 2 together demonstrated in equation 9 where 

and for application of portion 1 individually equals, (3/4) + cost(D
’
,D) and for 

portion 2 equals (7/12)+cost(D
’
,D) where . 

 

(9) 

Is used in procedure Partial-Repair in order to keep track of performance of the repair and tries 

to help the procedure to produce a repair (from selected portions) which leads to an acceptable cost. Cost 

is a complement to the efficiency of the portions when it covers the whole process and not 

only a specific portion. 

Example 3: for handling inconsistencies among table (table 1), three portions of data are available 

below and information about dependency level and cost are available in table 2. 

 

 

 

Table 1. Measurement of dl, E and cost 

Portion     

Priority 

To repair 

 
9 0.25 0.75 - 3 

 
7 0.42 0.58 - 1 

 
8 0.34 0.66 - 2 

 
- 0.38 - 0.62 - 

 

As it is clear from table 2, the efficiency of portion 2 is the best and if the minimum efficiency is set to 0.3, 

portions 2 and 3 are allowed to be repaired, then cost of portion 2 and 3 as they both be inserted to 
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data structure is 0.62 which is also lower than handling only portion 3 individually while more 

data is going to be resolved.  

5. Conclusion 

Providing the opportunity to administrators to conduct repairs which result in less violation to the database 

will have a great impact on efforts to gain quality data within our databases. Through partial repair 

approach, inconsistent data will be considered as different portions when the determination of which 

portions to be resolved is based on the measurement of dependency level of each portion and the efficiency 

it has, therefore inconsistent data will be step by step (portion by portion) resolved until the required 

efficiency is met. Even though partial repair takes resolving of data into account, it doesn’t necessarily 

resolved entire inconsistencies. 
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